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Specialized groups of neurons in the brain are key mediators of circadian rhythms, receiving
daily environmental cues and communicating those signals to other tissues in the organism
for entrainment and to organize circadian physiology. In Drosophila, the “circadian clock” is
housed in seven neuronal clusters, which are defined by their expression of the main circadian proteins, Period, Timeless, Clock, and Cycle. These clusters are distributed across the fly
brain and are thereby subject to the respective environments associated with their anatomical
locations. While these core components are universally expressed in all neurons of the
circadian network, additional regulatory proteins that act on these components are differentially expressed, giving rise to “local clocks” within the network that nonetheless converge
to regulate coherent behavioral rhythms. In this review, we describe the communication
between the neurons of the circadian network and the molecular differences within
neurons of this network. We focus on differences in protein-expression patterns and
discuss how such variation can impart functional differences in each local clock. Finally,
we summarize our current understanding of how communication within the circadian
network intersects with intracellular biochemical mechanisms to ultimately specify behavioral rhythms. We propose that additional efforts are required to identify regulatory mechanisms within each neuronal cluster to understand the molecular basis of circadian behavior.

C

ircadian rhythms are behavioral and physiological responses that allow anticipation of
daily changes in the environment, such as day/
night cycles. Indeed, circadian rhythms are entrained by diurnal oscillations in light, temperature, and food availability, each of which can be
considered a “zeitgeber,” or “time giver.” Such
anticipatory behavior of daily events confers
adaptive advantages on individuals that organize
physiology around planetary rhythms, as well as
within a species as a whole, for purposes of mating, cooperation, protection, etc. In a sense,

rhythmic anticipation can be thought of as a
primitive mechanism of planning and cognition.
The circadian clock, consisting of transcriptional negative feedback loops, underlies the
regulation of a ∼24-h behavioral rhythm. The
molecular architecture of this feedback loop is
conserved across the majority of multicellular
organisms. In animals, the “master clock” is
housed in specialized pacemaker neurons in
the brain that coordinate various “peripheral
clocks” throughout the organism to regulate
daily physiological and behavioral changes.
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Importantly, the various clocks can adapt to
changes in daily environmental rhythms, such
as the change in light/dark cycles through the
seasons, while still maintaining their coordination with each other. Thus, in addition to its
role in anticipatory behavior, the master clock
ensures that various organs and tissues are
physiologically synchronized to respond cooperatively to daily changes in the environment.
In this review, we focus on the circadian system of Drosophila melanogaster. The majority of
genes involved in the regulation of circadian
rhythms were ﬁrst discovered in Drosophila,
with subsequent analogous or orthologous
genes cloned in organisms ranging from fungi
to plants to mammals. The genetic tractability of
the ﬂy and its simpler circadian neuronal network have allowed us to begin to dissect the
biochemical mechanisms involved in regulating
behavioral rhythms with molecular resolution.
Here we review the latest developments in the
biochemistry of the Drosophila circadian clock
as it relates to its neuronal network, and ﬁt the
known molecular model of the clock into the biochemical restrictions imposed upon each neuron.
We will also highlight the molecular pathways
operating within the neurons that allow communication between the clocks. Where appropriate,
key gaps in our knowledge will be noted.
THE CIRCADIAN CLOCK NEURONAL
NETWORK

The circadian clock, also referred to as the molecular oscillator in this review, is a transcriptional negative feedback loop that oscillates
with a ∼24-h period to regulate rhythmic behavior and physiology. In Drosophila, the master
clock is housed in ∼150 neurons that compose
the circadian clock neuronal network (CCNN).
These neurons are deﬁned by their expression of
the core circadian proteins Clock (CLK), Cycle
(CYC), Period (PER), and Timeless (TIM)
(Houl et al. 2006; Kaneko and Hall 2000). CLK
and CYC assemble into a DNA-binding transcriptional activator complex that regulates the
transcription of per and tim. After translation,
PER and TIM proteins assemble into a transcriptional repressor complex (PER/TIM) that
168

binds to and blocks the activity of CLK/CYC,
closing a negative feedback loop that oscillates
with ∼24-h periodicity (discussed in detail below). Loss-of-function mutations in any of these
core circadian proteins leads to arrhythmic behavior, underscoring their central role within
the molecular oscillator. Many clock neurons
express the light-sensing protein Cryptochrome
(CRY) that communicates light signals to the
circadian clock, allowing light-mediated resetting of the oscillator and therefore rhythmic behavior. The retina, which also expresses core
clock components, also participates in transmitting light information independently of CRY to
the CCNN. Neurons of the CCNN are grouped
in seven clusters within the brain, and are named
by their anatomical location: small and large
ventral lateral neurons (s-LNvs and l-LNvs, respectively), ﬁfth s-LNv, dorsal lateral neurons
(LNds), and three clusters of dorsal neurons
(DNs 1–3) (Fig. 1A). In this section, we describe
signaling between these clusters and how this
communication inﬂuences their internal biochemistry.
The Dual Oscillator Model

The rhythmic behavior pattern of the ﬂy is crepuscular, with peaks of activity during the transitions between light and dark (i.e., sunrise and
sunset). These peaks of activity are ﬂanked by
periods of low activity reﬂecting sleep at night or
siesta in the day and deﬁne the periodicity of
rhythmic behavior. Exposure to light for longer
periods of time advances morning anticipation
while simultaneously delaying evening anticipation. The observation of this divergent anticipatory behavior led to the hypothesis of a dual
oscillator model for regulating rhythmic behavior (Pittendrigh and Daan 1976). The dual oscillator model proposed the existence of separate
morning and evening oscillators that converge
to regulate rhythmic behavior. Studies conducted over 10 years ago provided the ﬁrst anatomical evidence to support the dual oscillator
model. Genetic ablation of the s-LNvs and the
l-LNvs leads to a loss of morning anticipation,
while ablating the LNds, the ﬁfth s-LNv, and
some DNs leads to a loss of evening anticipation
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(Stoleru et al. 2004). Furthermore, restoring PER
expression to LNvs of per mutant ﬂies restores
morning but not evening anticipation, whereas
restoring PER in both the LNvs and LNds restores both anticipatory behaviors (Grima et al.
2004). These studies established the LNvs as
“morning cells” and the remaining cells as “evening cells” (Grima et al. 2004; Stoleru et al. 2004,
2005; Rieger et al. 2006; Guo et al. 2014). More
recent genetic manipulations have suggested
that four neurons, including three of the six
LNds and the ﬁfth s-LNv, are sufﬁcient to serve
as evening cells (Guo et al. 2014). However, manipulation of DNs can still alter evening anticipation (Yao et al. 2016; Guo et al. 2016), suggesting that these clusters are nonetheless involved
in this behavior. Among morning cells (LNvs),
the s-LNvs serve as master pacemaker neurons
because they drive rhythmic activity in constant
dark conditions (Grima et al. 2004; Stoleru et al.
2005; Rieger et al. 2006); without s-LNv activity,
ﬂies become arrhythmic. In the framework of
the dual oscillator model, the morning cells (sLNvs) dominate in the dark to drive coherent
behavioral rhythms and also govern the timing
of evening anticipation by communicating to
the evening cells, placing the morning cells at
the top of a neuronal hierarchy.
Since the establishment of the dual oscillator
model, the hierarchical organization of the circadian neuronal clusters has been challenged
and a more complex understanding of communication within this network has begun to
emerge. In constant light conditions that permit
rhythmic behavior (i.e., in ﬂies lacking the lightsensing protein CRY; cry 0), the LNd/ﬁfth s-LNv
cells dominate, driving behavioral rhythmicity

when the s-LNvs are either arrhythmic or unable
to communicate with the other clusters (Murad
et al. 2007; Picot et al. 2007). This exception suggests that s-LNv dominance over the neuronal
hierarchy is limited to constant dark conditions.
The partitioned roles the different clusters play
in morning and evening anticipation become
important in seasonal changes of day length,
where the evening cells dominate the CCNN in
the long days of summer, and the morning cells
dominate the CCNN in the long nights of winter,
with communication between the two groups
maintaining a 24-h behavioral rhythm (Stoleru
et al. 2007). In molecular terms, longer light exposure accelerates the LNv clocks, resulting in
advanced morning anticipation, and decelerates
the LNd/ﬁfth s-LNv/DN clocks to delay evening
anticipation, as predicted by the dual oscillator
model (Pittendrigh and Daan 1976). Another
exception to the dual oscillator model comes
from observed morning anticipation in dim
light in ﬂies lacking functional morning cells
(but possessing functional evening cells) (Bachleitner et al. 2007; Rieger et al. 2009). Thus, the
evening cells can compensate for the loss of
morning cell activity in dim light conditions and
oscillate without being driven by the s-LNvs. As
a result, the dual oscillator model is expanded.
The relationships within the CCNN are increasingly revealing higher orders of complexity.
In addition to s-LNv (master clock) communication to the DN1s, feedback signals from the
DN1s back to the s-LNvs has also been identiﬁed, suggesting there is bidirectional ﬂow of information between morning and evening cells
(Guo et al. 2016). The LNds also communicate
bidirectionally with s-LNvs (discussed in detail

Figure 1. A schematic of the anatomical structure of the ﬂy brain circadian clock neuronal network. (A) Location

and names of the seven neuronal clusters that make up the circadian neuronal network. (B) Structure of the
ommatidia that make up the ﬂy retina, displaying the expression of rhodopsins (Rh) in receptor cells (R). Two of
the receptor cells within R1-6 are removed from the schematic to reveal R7 and R8 for clarity. (C) The relative
position of the receptor cells and H-B eyelet with respect to the LNvs in the brain. The positive and negative effects
of acetylcholine (ACh) and histamine (His) are shown in gray. (D) The expression pattern of neuropeptides in
each of the circadian neuronal clusters. (E) The expression pattern of receptors in each of the circadian neuronal
cluster. (F) The sources and the targets of pigment-dispersing factor (PDF), neuropeptide F (NPF), and short
neuropeptide F (sNPF). (+) and (−) symbols represent the functional effect of the neuropeptides in nonspeciﬁed
motor neurons. (G) The expression pattern of CK2α and CRY in each neuronal cluster. (H ) A schematic of peak
expression of indicated proteins. Arrows represent the time of peak expression and are color-coded.
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below), and it is likely that other groups of neurons within the CCNN communicate similarly.
Overexpression of kinases that selectively accelerate or decelerate different clocks within the
CCNN lead to split rhythms (a single behavioral
rhythm split into behavioral components with
short and long periodicity), demonstrating that
rhythmic behavior is an emergent property of
the communication of the various independent
oscillators (Yao and Shafer 2014). Thus, independent molecular oscillators within each cluster are coordinated and synchronized to give rise
to coherent behavioral rhythms.
Input from the Eye

Light is an important zeitgeber that helps entrain and reset the circadian clock. Light input
to the clock occurs through the deep brain light
receptor CRY (Stanewsky et al. 1998; Emery
et al. 2000a; Dolezelova et al. 2007) and through
the ﬂy retina via rhodopsin activation (HelfrichFörster et al. 2001). While light-activated CRY
induces the degradation of TIM to reset the
clock in the brain (Stanewsky et al. 1998; Koh
et al. 2006; Peschel et al. 2009), light-activated
rhodopsin in the retina triggers Gqα protein to
activate no receptor potential A (norpA), a phospholipase that depolarizes the cell and triggers
release of the neurotransmitter histamine to
inﬂuence the CCNN (Bloomquist et al. 1988;
Montell 2012; Hardie and Juusola 2015). However, the eye does not contribute to the circadian
clock through CRY-dependent light input (Emery et al. 2000b; Bachleitner et al. 2007; Yoshii
et al. 2015), despite expressing CRY (Yoshii et al.
2008), suggesting that these two light pathways
converge independently to synchronize the circadian clock to the environment. More recently,
a deep brain rhodopsin, Rh7, was demonstrated
to be involved in light entrainment of pacemaker neurons (Ni et al. 2017). Undoubtedly, future
work will uncover the molecular mechanisms by
which Rh7 informs the circadian clock.
Different sections of the ﬂy compound eye
communicate with circadian neurons to regulate
rhythmic behavior. The retina of the compound
eye is composed of pale and yellow ommatidia
made up of clusters of receptor cells, designated

R1-8 (Fig. 1B) (Behnia and Desplan 2015). R7
and R8 in the pale ommatidia express rhodopsin
(Rh) 3 and Rh5, respectively, and regulate twilight activity at dawn and dusk (Schlichting et al.
2015). R8 in the yellow ommatidia expresses
Rh6 and R1-6 expresses Rh1; collectively they
regulate activity in dim light (e.g., moonlight)
(Schlichting et al. 2014). Thus, rhodopsins within the receptor cells can communicate dim light
signals to the brain to regulate activity. It is likely
that these cells can regulate morning anticipation when ﬂies lack functional s-LNvs. R1-6
send projections from the retina into the lamina
of the optic lobe, whereas R7 and R8 project
further into the brain, to the medulla, where
they are in proximity to LNv dendrites (Fig.
1C) (Helfrich-Förster et al. 2002). Despite this
anatomical proximity, there is as yet no evidence
of synaptic connections between the ommatidia
and the l-LNvs despite the inﬂuence of R1-6 on
moonlight activity (Schlichting et al. 2014).
Thus, any R1-6 communication with the CCNN
likely occurs through nonsynaptic signaling.
On the other hand, a second structure in the
eye, beneath the receptor cells, forms a synaptic
connection with the CCNN. The Hofbauer–
Buchner (H-B) eyelet, a structure located between the retina and the lamina, communicates
with the LNvs (Fig. 1C) (Hofbauer and Buchner
1989; Yasuyama and Meinertzhagen 1999; Malpel et al. 2002). The H-B eyelet is a remnant of
the larval Bolwig organ, which plays a developmental role in the normal arborization of the
LNvs in the medulla (Malpel et al. 2002). The
H-B eyelet expresses Rh6, similarly to R1-6, and
is involved in light entrainment (Veleri et al.
2007; Szular et al. 2012; Schlichting et al.
2016). The H-B eyelet makes a synaptic connection with the LNvs, communicating through
acetylcholine and histamine release (HelfrichFörster et al. 2002; Malpel et al. 2002; Schlichting
et al. 2014, 2016; Muraro and Ceriani 2015).
Blocking synaptic transmission between the HB eyelet and the LNvs hinders behavioral phase
shifts, as well as inhibits neuronal synchrony of
TIM/PER oscillations (Veleri et al. 2007), suggesting that the H-B eyelet is important for communicating light signals to the CCNN. Acetylcholine signals likely underlie the transmission
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of light information to the CCNN because exogenous addition of a cholinergic agonist triggers a
spike in Ca2+ and cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) levels in both LNvs (Wegener
et al. 2004; Lelito and Shafer 2012). Indeed, acetylcholine-mediated excitation of the l-LNvs is
mediated by the compound eye (including the
H-B eyelet) (Muraro and Ceriani 2015; Schlichting et al. 2016), while histamine from the H-B
eyelet (and/or other sources) inhibits l-LNv ﬁring (Schlichting et al. 2016). Although no evidence exists of acetylcholine receptor expression
in the s-LNvs, excitation of the H-B eyelet also
leads to the excitation of the s-LNvs (Schlichting
et al. 2016), suggesting that the l-LNvs may relay
signals from the H-B eyelet. Together, these
ﬁndings suggest that the H-B eyelet and photoreceptors communicate to the two LNv clusters
through the l-LNvs. In summary, the ﬂy retina
communicates with the CCNN to stimulate
complex Ca2+ and cAMP responses in the
LNvs to inﬂuence behavioral rhythmicity.
It is important to note that, although signals
from the eye to the CCNN appear to be transmitted through the LNvs, our knowledge is incomplete. For example, ﬂies lacking an oscillator
in their morning cells (both LNvs) exhibit rhythmic morning anticipation behavior in dim light
(Rieger et al. 2009). Although dim light is
thought to be mediated through a CRY-independent mechanism (Bachleitner et al. 2007),
suggesting morning anticipation under these
conditions arises from retinal activity, recent evidence suggests that CRY may also respond to
prolonged exposure to dim light in the brain
(Vinayak et al. 2013). The recently discovered
Rh7 also responds to dim light (Ni et al. 2017),
but how it coordinates with the retinal response
is yet to be determined. In a retinal response,
either the retina can also communicate to other
parts of the CCNN in ways that have not yet been
determined, or retinal communication through
the LNvs does not require that the LNvs express
a functional oscillator. In a CRY response,
morning anticipatory behavior may bypass the
LNvs altogether and rely on dim light exposure
of the evening cells. Future work will determine
how these mechanisms converge to regulate
morning anticipation.
172

The Ventral Lateral Neurons, Arousal,
and Pigment-Dispersing Factor

The LNvs are the most studied of the circadian
neuronal clusters and are easily identiﬁable by
their expression of the neuropeptide pigmentdispersing factor (PDF) (Fig. 1D) (Helfrich-Förster 1995). Elimination of either the LNvs or
PDF causes a loss of morning anticipation and
leads to arrhythmic behavior in constant dark
conditions (Helfrich-Förster 1995, 1998; Renn
et al. 1999; Stoleru et al. 2004). Therefore, PDF
plays a central role in communication within the
CCNN to maintain rhythmic activity in constant (dark) conditions. Although PDF expression does not oscillate in the s-LNv cell bodies, it
depends on CLK activity for its expression, yet
rhythmically (early morning) accumulates in
the s-LNv termini for release during the day
(Fig. 1H) (Blau and Young 1999; Park et al.
2000). On the other hand, PDF is not rhythmically released from l-LNvs in constant conditions (Park et al. 2000), highlighting a functional
difference in how the two clusters regulate
rhythmic behavior through PDF.
The LNvs use PDF to play distinct roles
within the CCNN to regulate rhythmic behavior. While the oscillations of the clock in the sLNvs regulate morning anticipation and drive
rhythmic behavior in constant dark conditions
(Grima et al. 2004; Stoleru et al. 2005), the lLNvs are not responsible for either morning activity or evening activity. Instead, exposure to
light (sunrise) is communicated to the l-LNv
neurons through the eye or by a response mediated by l-LNv CRY, triggering the l-LNvs to ﬁre
rapidly and release PDF (Rieger et al. 2006).
Neurons that express pdf receptor ( pdfr), a Gprotein-coupled receptor (GPCR), respond to
the PDF released from the l-LNvs by up-regulating cAMP. Initially, identifying the neurons
in which pdfr is expressed proved difﬁcult
(Hyun et al. 2005; Lear et al. 2005b; Mertens
et al. 2005). Later work involving epitope tagging PDFR, measuring pdfr mRNA expression,
and critically, testing neuronal response to exogenous PDF injection led to the conclusion
that s-LNvs express PDFR and the l-LNvs do
not (Fig. 1E) (Shafer et al. 2008; Im and Taghert
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2010; Kula-Eversole et al. 2010; Im et al. 2011;
Klose et al. 2016). Thus, PDF released from both
LNvs impacts only the s-LNvs (and other pdfrexpressing neurons in the CCNN), activating
the cellular response leading to light-mediated
arousal (Sheeba et al. 2002, 2008a,b; Kula et al.
2006; Parisky et al. 2008; Shang et al. 2008; Im
et al. 2011; Guo et al. 2014; Schlichting et al.
2016). Light-induced PDF release from the
l-LNvs in turn triggers PDF release from the
s-LNvs, and thereby helps to establish a PDF
feedback mechanism to reinforce PDF release
from the s-LNvs throughout the day (Parisky
et al. 2008). Elimination of the l-LNvs reduces
the efﬁcacy of a light-pulse response in the late
night (Shang et al. 2008), and overexpression of
PDF in the l-LNvs induces arrhythmic activity
in ﬂies, phenocopying ﬂy behavior in constant
light conditions (Rieger et al. 2006; Wülbeck
et al. 2008). Thus, the l-LNvs play a critical
role in communicating light signals to the
CCNN. This role in gating light signals to the
CCNN also ﬁts well with their function as a
node for signals from the eye structure.
Two processes ensure strong PDF/PDFRmediated communication in the s-LNvs in the
morning. (1) The early morning peak in PDF
accumulation in the s-LNv termini is coincident
with s-LNv hypersensitivity to PDF, as mediated
by the GTPase RalA (Park et al. 2000; Klose et al.
2016). (2) The light-sensitive l-LNvs express
dimmed, which encodes a nonoscillating protein
that amidates PDF, increasing its activity and
half-life (Park et al. 2008). PDF-bound PDFR
triggers a cAMP spike in neurons (Mertens
et al. 2005; Shafer et al. 2008), triggering further
PDF release, strengthening the s-LNv response,
and transitioning governance of rhythmic activity from the evening to the morning cells (Choi
et al. 2012). The s-LNv clock oscillations
dampen in pdf 0 ﬂies in constant darkness
(Yoshii et al. 2009), underscoring the importance of maintaining the PDF/PDFR feedback.
Increased PDF sensitivity that the s-LNvs exhibit in the morning, concurrent with amidated
PDF released by the l-LNvs, contribute to a
stronger morning arousal mechanism in response to anticipated light. It is also possible
that amidated PDF released from the l-LNvs

may accentuate arousal at other times (e.g., light
pulse; see below). Because the s-LNvs exhibit a
stronger response to PDF released by the l-LNvs
than PDF released by the s-LNvs themselves, it is
likely that the l-LNvs play a critical role in triggering arousal through PDF, contributing to resetting the s-LNv clock in response to the light
signal.
Arousal can also be triggered by other neurotransmitters. Dopamine (DA) has also been
implicated in stimulating arousal (Kume et al.
2005; Lebestky et al. 2009). Expression of D1like DA receptor in the l-LNvs provides a molecular basis for the observed DA-mediated arousal
in ﬂies (Klose et al. 2016). In the ﬂy, <200 neurons
synthesize DA with no evidence of overlap with
clock neurons (Mao and Davis 2009). Thus, DA
is a means for the CCNN to receive instruction
from other circuits and does not appear to be
involved in signaling from or within the
CCNN. The s-LNv sensitivity to DA is synchronized with PDF sensitivity (Klose et al. 2016),
raising the possibility that the neurons either respond directly to DA, or DA sensitivity is communicated to the s-LNvs via PDF-release by the
l-LNvs. Given that dopamine receptor expression is low in the s-LNvs (Kula-Eversole et al.
2010), it is more likely that the s-LNvs are responsive to DA stimulation of the l-LNvs. Indeed,
dopaminergic neurons make synaptic connections with the LNvs in the ﬂy brain, with a DA
response observed in the l-LNvs (Shang et al.
2011). Complicating matters, the cellular response of the s-LNvs to DA is distinct from its
response to PDF. Knockdown of adenylyl cyclase
AC3 eliminates PDF-mediated cAMP production with no effect on DA-mediated cAMP production in the s-LNvs of explanted brains that
are administered either neurotransmitter (Duvall and Taghert 2013; Klose et al. 2016). Knocking down AC13E and ACX-A on the other hand
reduces cAMP response to DA but does not alter
the response to PDF (Klose et al. 2016). Thus,
l-LNv communication of a DA signal to the
s-LNvs may be mediated through non-PDF signaling. Distinct adenylyl cyclases for each GPCR
not only demonstrates that the PDF and DA signaling pathways are independent of each other,
but also underscores how different receptors in-
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ﬂuence the concentration of intermediary molecules such as cAMP differently, ﬁne tuning a
neuronal response.
How do the LNvs respond to a range of signals while maintaining coherent molecular oscillators that regulate rhythmic behavior? Although narrowing a large variety of signals
down to a few intermediary molecules (such as
Ca2+ and cAMP) may seem like an overly simple
mechanism for communicating complex information, small differences in the concentrations
and ratios of cAMP and Ca2+ can activate different cellular processes to generate a range of
complex responses (Siso-Nadal et al. 2009). The
internal environment of the LNvs will vary depending on the signals the neurons respond to.
PDF released from the l-LNvs induces an increase in cAMP in the s-LNvs, without a corresponding increase in cytosolic Ca2+ (Yao et al.
2012; Schlichting et al. 2016). In contrast, H-B
eyelet signaling to the s-LNvs induces an increase in both cAMP and cytosolic Ca2+
(Schlichting et al. 2016). However, Ca2+ levels
oscillate in the s-LNvs in a light-independent
manner in constant dark conditions (Liang
et al. 2016, 2017), indicating that Ca2+ is also
subject to regulation by the s-LNv clock. Thus,
depending on the time of day, PDF input, amidated PDF input, light input through the retina
and H-B eyelet, and signals from other sources,
the cytosol will exhibit variations in cytoplasmic
cAMP and Ca2+ that trigger a variety of responses. The s-LNvs (and l-LNvs) may “know”
where a signal is coming from and respond
appropriately by sensing the variation in the intermediary molecules. This phenomenon is important when considering the different GPCRs
that participate in regulating rhythmic behavior.
The Dorsal Lateral Neurons and the Fifth
s-LNV

Evening anticipation is regulated by non-PDF
(PDF−) neuronal clusters within the CCNN, as
discussed above. Ablation of three CRY+ LNds
out of six, the ﬁfth s-LNv and some DNs eliminate evening anticipation, deﬁning the evening
cells as CRY+ PDF− neurons (Stoleru et al.
2004). Later work narrowed the deﬁnition fur174

ther by demonstrating that the CRY+ LNds and
the ﬁfth s-LNv are sufﬁcient to drive evening
anticipation (Rieger et al. 2006; Picot et al.
2007; Guo et al. 2014).
The response of the evening cells to PDF
released by the morning cells facilitates morning
anticipation. Restoring PDFR in both morning
and evening cells in a pdfr − genetic background
restores wild-type activity in ﬂies, while restoring PDFR only in the LNvs results in loss of
morning anticipation similar to that of pdfr −
or pdf 01 ﬂies (Renn et al. 1999; Lear et al. 2009;
Im and Taghert 2010). Because there is a reported lack of synaptic connections between
the LNvs and the LNds (Kim et al. 2013), the
LNd response is dependent on PDF diffusion,
which is sufﬁcient for signaling (Jan and Jan
1982; Nässel and Wegener 2011). Expression
of a membrane-tethered (nondiffusing) PDF
peptide is sufﬁcient to restore morning anticipation when expressed in the evening cells (LNds),
but not when expressed in the morning cells
(Choi et al. 2012), suggesting that morning anticipation is regulated by the response of evening
cells to PDF. Split behavioral rhythms arise from
kinase overexpression in LNvs that correspond
to the speed of the LNv (morning) clocks and the
LNd (evening) clocks (Yao and Shafer 2014).
Under the same conditions that lack PDFR,
wild-type behavioral rhythms are restored, suggesting that instructions from the morning cells
are communicated through evening cells (Yao
and Shafer 2014). Others have similarly observed that overexpression of the CK2 mutant
Timekeeper in the morning cells is masked in a
pdfr − genetic background (Lear et al. 2005b).
Finally, ablation of the evening cells in ﬂies leads
to a loss of rhythmic behavior in constant dark
conditions, similar to ﬂies with an arrhythmic
s-LNv (Stoleru et al. 2004). Together, these data
suggest that the LNv clocks (at least in part)
regulate rhythmic behavior by communicating
through the evening cells through clock-regulated PDF release. Investigation of rhythmic behavior of mutants in the ion channel narrow abdomen (na), an output gene of the circadian clock
that regulates locomotion activity (Lear et al.
2005a), points to a similar conclusion. Restoring
a wild-type copy in the morning neurons of na
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mutant ﬂies does not restore wild-type rhythmic
behavior, while restoring na in the evening neurons does (Lear et al. 2005a). Finally, interfering
with the neuronal clocks through the overexpression of a dominant-negative CLK mutant in the
evening neurons severely weakens behavioral
rhythmicity in a light/dark cycle and results in
arrhythmic ﬂies in constant dark conditions
(Dissel et al. 2014). Therefore, the LNds, while
retaining some autonomy of their own clock, are
responsible for communicating instructions
from the s-LNvs (by way of PDF) to downstream
targets to regulate rhythmic behavior.
The intracellular response of neurons to signals such as PDF is cell-dependent. The LNds
respond to PDF with an increase in intracellular
cAMP (but not Ca2+) (Yao et al. 2012). However, the adenylyl cyclase that mediates PDF-dependent cAMP production in the LNds is different than that in the LNvs (Duvall and Taghert
2013). Therefore, the same GPCR responds to
PDF to generate different cAMP responses in
the two clusters. This important distinction suggests that a PDF signal can induce different
cAMP responses depending on cell type. Because both groups of neurons express the same
core clock components, the different adenylyl
cyclases may therefore tune the speed of each
local clock differently.
Other Neuropeptides and Evening
Anticipation

The GPCRs and neuropeptides discussed so far
regulate morning anticipation and arousal. Neuropeptide F (NPF) and its receptor NPFR1, help
regulate evening anticipation. NPF is produced
in two to three l-LNvs, three LNds, and the ﬁfth
s-LNv (Hermann et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2013),
with one study reporting production in all four
s-LNvs (He et al. 2013), although not consistently observed by others (Fig. 1D) (Hermann et al.
2012; Kim et al. 2013). The s-LNvs do express
NPFR1 however, which associates with Gi to
inhibit cAMP production (Garczynski et al.
2002; Kim et al. 2013) that may antagonize
PDFR or D1-like DA receptor production of
cAMP in these neurons (Fig. 1E). Therefore,
PDF produced in the s- and l-LNvs communi-

cate to the LNds, ﬁfth s-LNv, some DNs, as well
as feeding back to the s-LNvs, while NPF produced in the LNds, ﬁfth s-LNv, and some LNvs
communicate back to the s-LNvs in a neuronal
feedback loop (Fig. 1F). Flies expressing RNAi
that targets npf or npfR1 exhibit a loss of evening anticipation (He et al. 2013), mirroring the
loss of morning anticipation in pdf 0 or pdfr −
ﬂies (Renn et al. 1999; Hyun et al. 2005; Lear
et al. 2005b; Mertens et al. 2005). NPF expression peaks in the late day (Fig. 1H), correlating
well with its regulatory role in evening anticipation and contrasting with the PDF peak in s-LNv
termini in the early day (Park et al. 2000; He
et al. 2013). NPF and PDF also differently regulate delays and advances in the morning and
evening neurons. Loss of pdf modestly shortens
rhythmic behavior in constant darkness, while
loss of npf modestly lengthens it, suggesting an
antagonistic relationship between the morning
and evening clocks (Fig. 1F) (Renn et al. 1999;
Shafer and Taghert 2009; Hermann et al. 2012).
The proposed antagonistic mechanism mirrors
the advances and delays exhibited by morning
and evening anticipation to light, discussed
above (Pittendrigh and Daan 1976). Finally,
such a feedback between the morning and evening neurons suggests that while morning anticipation is the response of evening cells to PDF,
evening anticipation may be an s-LNv response
to NPF, although not necessarily exclusively by
these neurons.
NPF/PDF responses may regulate expression of PER in the circadian clock by inﬂuencing
cellular cAMP. Unlike PDF, NPF and NPFR1
production is rhythmic, peaking in the mid- to
late day in an apparent reverse phase with TIM
and PER protein production (Fig. 1H) (Hardin
et al. 1992; Park et al. 2000; He et al. 2013; Hermann-Luibl et al. 2014). If NPF/NPFR1 is dominant over PDF signaling in a target neuron such
as the s-LNvs, it would drive cAMP levels down.
Conversely, if PDF signaling is dominant over
NPF in a target neuron, cAMP levels would rise.
It is not known whether cAMP regulates CLK
activity, but cAMP does inﬂuence the activity of
HDAC4, which is required for rhythmic per
transcription (Fogg et al. 2014). An increase in
cAMP levels induces the phosphorylation and
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nuclear entry of HDAC4, which promotes per
expression at ZT16, with low cAMP levels and
low per expression at ZT8 (Liu and Schneider
2013; Fogg et al. 2014; Luan et al. 2014). Expression of per remains low in ﬂies expressing a nonfunctional form of HDAC4 (Fogg et al. 2014).
Assuming rhythmic bimodal dominance of either PDFR or NPFR1 GPCRs in s-LNvs, or simply the expression of one of the receptors in a
given cluster, PER oscillations in a neuron can be
regulated or reinforced by signals from other
circadian neurons. Another cAMP-responsive
protein, protein kinase A (PKA), stabilizes PER
and TIM in high cAMP conditions (Li et al.
2014; Seluzicki et al. 2014). Thus, a model for
PER accumulation that incorporates cAMP
activity can be proposed. Throughout the day,
increased PDF release allows cAMP to accumulate, which increases signals to phosphorylate
HDAC4, shifting it into the nucleus. An accumulation of nuclear HDAC4 thus results in increased gene ( per) expression in the late day and
into the night. An accumulation in cAMP also
activates PKA, which stabilizes PER and TIM
proteins, contributing to the accumulation of
the repressor complex at night. NPF/NPFR1
production peaks in the late day, permitting a
drop in cAMP, reversing the process for the
oncoming morning. This proposed mechanism
relies on delays in signals that begin with neuropeptide release and culminates in gene regulation.
Two other less-studied neuropeptides also
help regulate rhythmic behavior in Drosophila.
Ion transport protein (ITP) is a neurotransmitter peptide that helps regulate evening anticipation (Hermann-Luibl et al. 2014). Similar to
NPF, it peaks during the day and is CLK regulated (Fig. 1H) (Hermann-Luibl et al. 2014). ITP
activity also stabilizes PER in the s-LNvs at night
(Hermann-Luibl et al. 2014). The short-NPF
(sNPF) neuropeptide is expressed in the two
LNds lacking NPF, as well as in the s-LNvs
(Fig. 1D) (Johard et al. 2009; Kula-Eversole
et al. 2010). Although similar in name, the
sNPF and NPF neurotransmitters are very different in amino acid sequence and are encoded
by different genes. Less is known about sNPF
involvement in rhythmic behavior, but is likely
to regulate other behaviors under circadian con176

trol, such as feeding, locomotion, learning, and
olfaction (Nässel and Wegener 2011). sNPF is
also involved in regulating sleep, partly by inhibiting the arousal-promoting LNvs (Shang
et al. 2013). PDF produced by the LNvs and
sNPF produced by the s-LNvs and LNds, respectively, oppose each other in excitation and
inhibition of motor neurons (Vecsey et al. 2014),
which may form the basis of rhythmic locomotion output from the CCNN (Fig. 1F). It has
recently been shown that sNPF also communicates to the DN1s to regulate DN1 Ca2+ oscillations (Liang et al. 2017). sNPF is likely to prove
to be a critical link between the CCNN and other
circuits to regulate rhythmic behavior.
The Intersection of CRY and PDF Function

Although the hypomorphic cry b mutant ﬂies exhibit wild-type behavioral rhythmicity, luciferase reporters driven by tim and per promoters
show a lack of transcription oscillation in whole
ﬂies (Stanewsky et al. 1998; Ivanchenko et al.
2001). This loss of luciferase signal is reportedly
caused by the nonoscillating luciferase reporter
expressed in the eyes, masking detection of any
signal from luciferase that is oscillating in the
CCNN (Stanewsky et al. 1998). This conclusion
suggests that CRY is necessary for normal clock
oscillations in the eye, but not necessary for oscillations in the pacemaker neurons. Similarly,
ﬂies lacking cry expression exhibit no tim oscillations in the l-LNv, suggesting that CRY is critical to maintaining the l-LNvclock as well (Yoshii
et al. 2015), although it is unclear whether lack of
CRY expression is necessary for the l-LNv clock,
or for signals from a functional clock in the eye.
Thus, CRY is necessary to maintain a functional
clock in the eye and possibly the l-LNvs.
In other neuronal clusters in the CCNN,
CRY participates in maintaining the phase of
the local clocks. CRY− LNd clocks oscillate in
antiphase with respect to the CRY+ s-LNvs and
the CRY+ LNd clocks in constant darkness
(Yoshii et al. 2009). Although the authors suggest that this antiphasic oscillation may be a
consequence of the limitations of the 12-h
time resolution in the study (Yoshii et al.
2009), the speed with which the phase reversal
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occurs (within a day in the CRY− LNds) and an
increasing amplitude in reverse phase through
constant darkness may suggest otherwise (Fig. 3
in Yoshii et al. 2009). The phase-reversal phenomenon in the CRY− LNds is further complicated by the resynchronization of the CRY− LNd
phase with the s-LNv and CRY+ LNd phases in a
pdf 0 background, suggesting that PDF plays a
role in keeping the CRY− neurons in antiphase.
It is not known whether exogenous CRY or
PDFR expression in the CRY− LNds would synchronize their clocks with the CRY+ LNds.
Echoing these data, all LNds in a pdfr −;;cry b genetic background display antiphasic PER cycling
when compared to cry b ﬂies (Zhang et al. 2009),
as does PER in the CRY+ LNds of cry b,pdf 0 ﬂies
compared to cry b or pdf 0 ﬂies alone (Cusumano
et al. 2009). In other words, antiphase oscillations within the LNds depend both on CRY and
PDF. This suggests that CRY and PDF converge
to direct the CRY− PDFR− LNds to oscillate in
reverse phase in constant conditions. It remains
to be seen how CRY and PDF converge to regulate the clocks in the two LNd subgroups.
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THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE Drosophila
melanogaster CIRCADIAN CLOCK
The Negative Feedback Loop Model

The circadian clock is a collection of proteins
assembled into a delayed negative feedback
loop that maintains a 24-h rhythm of transcriptional regulation. Four feedback loops are centered around the CLK/CYC activator complex
(Fig. 2). In the primary feedback loop, the CLK/
CYC complex mediates the transcription of per
and tim by binding to an E-box sequence in
their promoters (Fig. 2A) (Hao et al. 1997,
1999; Allada et al. 1998; Rutila et al. 1998;
Dushay et al. 1990; Darlington et al. 2000; Menet
et al. 2010). After a delay, the transcripts are
translated and the PER and TIM proteins are
assembled to form the repressor complex in
the cytoplasm. After a second delay, the PER/
TIM complex is imported into the nucleus under regulation by the Shaggy (SGG) and casein
kinase II (CK2) kinases (Martinek et al. 2001;
Smith et al. 2008; Top et al. 2016). In the nucleus, the repressor complex binds to the activator
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Figure 2. Model of the negative feedback loop of Drosophila melanogaster. (A) The CLK/CYC activator complex
binds to target promoters to activate transcription of target genes, including per, tim, and cwo. PER and TIM
assemble in the cytoplasm to form the repressor complex, which is transported into the nucleus through the
activity of SGG and CK2 and binds to the activator complex on the DNA. CWO binding to CLK-binding regions
on the DNA coincides with repressor complex-mediated removal of the activator complex, serving as a competitive inhibitor. CK2-mediated TIM degradation leads to DBT-mediated PER degradation and release of the
activator complex, closing the negative feedback loop. (B) The CLK/CYC activator complex promotes the
expression of PDP1ε and VRI. PDP1ε promotes the expression of clk and cyc, while VRI inhibits it.
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complex leading to CLK phosphorylation by asyet-unknown mechanisms, followed by the removal of both complexes from the DNA, ending
circadian transcriptional activity of the CLK/
CYC target genes, including tim and per (Hardin et al. 1990; Lee et al. 1999; Kim and Edery
2006; Yu et al. 2006; Abruzzi et al. 2011). After a
third delay, the repressor complex is degraded
through the activity of CK2, casein kinase I/doubletime (DBT) and Nemo (NMO), releasing the
CLK/CYC complex to initiate the next round of
transcription, and closing the negative feedback
loop (Kloss et al. 1998; Price et al. 1998; Glossop
et al. 1999; Lin et al. 2002, 2005; Meissner et al.
2008; Smith et al. 2008; Chiu et al. 2011; Yu et al.
2011). The delays in the feedback ensure a clock
oscillation with a ∼24-h frequency. The second
loop involves CLK/CYC-mediated expression of
Clockwork Orange (CWO) that reinforces PER/
TIM repressor activity. CWO cycles similarly to
PER and binds to the CLK E-box sequences,
competing with the activator complex and reinforcing TIM/PER-mediated repression of transcription (Fig. 1H) (Kadener et al. 2007; Lim
et al. 2007; Matsumoto et al. 2007; Zhou et al.
2016). In two other secondary feedback loops,
the CLK/CYC activator complex mediates the
transcription of vrille (vri) and par domain protein 1 ( pdp1ε), which are translated in the cytoplasm (Fig. 2B) (Blau and Young 1999; Cyran
et al. 2003). VRI represses CLK/CYC activity,
whereas PDP1ε promotes it, helping tune the
24-h oscillations of the circadian clock. The
function of the positive feedback loop is to either
moderate the negative feedback, or to increase
the rate of CLK/CYC recovery as the repressor
complex is removed. Further details of the circadian clock, the secondary and tertiary structures of the main proteins, and their interaction
motifs that mediate protein complex assembly
are reviewed elsewhere (Crane and Young 2014).
The Oscillating Transcriptome

The circadian clock regulates the transcription
of a large number of genes in Drosophila. CLK
binds to about 1500 sites in the Drosophila genome, with more than 800 of these sites exhibiting rhythmic CLK binding (Abruzzi et al.
178

2011). About 500 of these sites also display oscillating RNA Pol II binding (Abruzzi et al.
2011), which is in the range of the number of
transcripts previously estimated to ﬂuctuate
over the course of the day (150–750) (Wijnen
et al. 2006). CLK/CYC binding to DNA peaks at
night, between ZT14 and ZT18 with exceptions,
but always remains bound at lower levels
throughout the day (Abruzzi et al. 2011). This
residual level of CLK/CYC E-box occupancy
indicates that PER/TIM-mediated removal of
CLK/CYC from the DNA is incomplete, but is
still sufﬁcient to ensure oscillations of the target
transcription. Residual occupancy also indicates
that small variations in protein concentration,
or critically, variations in protein afﬁnity as mediated by different posttranslational modiﬁcations or protein partners, may differently tune
gene expression. In support of this idea, microarray data reveal variations in the onset of oscillating transcripts (Boothroyd et al. 2007; Nagoshi et al. 2010), suggesting that the activator
and repressor complexes do not necessarily act
at the same time for each gene. Similarly, there
are tissue-speciﬁc differences in CLK-mediated
gene expression. For example, CLK binds to two
regions of the pdp1ε promoter in wild-type ﬂy
heads at ZT14, but binds to only one of these
regions in eyeless ﬂies (Abruzzi et al. 2011), suggesting that the second site is eye-speciﬁc. More
generally, a need for differences in the regulation
of CLK–DNA interactions at different times and
different cells is supported by microarray data
that reveal a wide range of gene expression differences across time and tissues (Nagoshi et al.
2010). Thus, although expression levels of activator and repressor are critical in maintaining
the timing of gene expression, they are not necessarily sufﬁcient. It is very likely that the circadian clock uses a wide range of regulatory proteins to tightly regulate circadian protein activity
and gene expression across the tissues in the
organism.
Regulatory Kinases of the Circadian Clock
and Cryptochrome

The activity of the different core clock components is primarily regulated by protein interac-
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tions and posttranslational modiﬁcations. Different accessory proteins interact with and inﬂuence how the repressor and activator complexes are regulated. Here we will review the
current knowledge of some of these modifying
proteins that regulate timed activity, before discussing their roles in speciﬁc tissues.
Doubletime/Casein Kinase I

Doubletime (Dbt) encodes casein kinase I
(DBT), a serine/threonine kinase that phosphorylates PER to regulate PER stability and nuclear accumulation (Kloss et al. 1998; Price et al.
1998; Cyran et al. 2005). Two mutant forms of
DBT are named for the manner in which they
alter behavioral rhythmicity, dbt short (dbt S)
and dbt long (dbt L) (Kloss et al. 1998). Overexpression of either form of DBT in vivo results
in a dominant change in behavior, while overexpression of the wild-type form has a modestly
longer (∼1 h) period (Muskus et al. 2007; Venkatesan et al. 2015). The lack of a meaningful
change in phenotype with DBT overexpression
suggests that DBT activity is not a rate-limiting
step in the circadian clock. Of the DBT mutants,
surprisingly, both long and short forms exhibit
reduced kinase activity (Preuss et al. 2004; Kivimäe et al. 2008), suggesting that DBT may serve
two opposing roles in regulating rhythmicity.
Indeed while DBTL and a DBT variant lacking
ATPase activity (DBTK38R) change the kinetics
of PER degradation that reﬂect changes in behavioral rhythmicity (i.e., delayed PER degradation, longer behavioral periodicity), DBTS does
not appear to alter the kinetics of PER degradation at all (Preuss et al. 2004; Syed et al. 2011). If
DBTS is not impaired in PER degradation, but
can still impose a short behavioral rhythm on
the ﬂy, then DBT must play an additional role
in regulating behavioral rhythmicity. One possibility is that DBTS leads to early termination of
PER transcription inhibition (Bao et al. 2001;
Syed et al. 2011). The presence of DBT, but not
its kinase activity, is required to hyperphosphorylate and inactivate CLK to release it from DNA
(Yu et al. 2009; Menet et al. 2010), which may be
how dbt S ﬂies exhibit a short behavioral rhythm.
Because DBT cannot phosphorylate CLK in vi-

tro or interact with it directly, DBT likely mediates its effect on CLK through PER (Kim and
Edery 2006; Yu et al. 2006; Kivimäe et al. 2008;
Menet et al. 2010) by either being recruited to
phosphorylate CLK, or through phosphorylation of PER to inﬂuence its repressor function.
Thus, while mutants like DBTL are defective in
triggering timely degradation of PER protein
(Syed et al. 2011), DBTS may be defective in
regulating the activity of CLK protein.
DBT triggers and mediates a phosphorylation cascade on PER, beginning at the PER short
downstream region (PERSD), includes the classic PER short (PERS) site, and culminates with
modiﬁcation of S47 at the amino terminus (Konopka and Benzer 1971; Kivimäe et al. 2008;
Chiu et al. 2011; Garbe et al. 2013). Phosphorylation of S47 triggers physical association between PER and Slimb, an F-Box/WD-40 repeat
protein that ubiquitinates PER to mediate its
degradation (Grima et al. 2002; Ko et al. 2002;
Chiu et al. 2008). Mutations that block phosphorylation of S47 or the PERSD region stabilize
PER and lengthen the periodicity of behavioral
rhythms (Chiu et al. 2008; Kivimäe et al. 2008;
Garbe et al. 2013). On the other hand, mutation
of the PERS site, also involved in the phosphorylation cascade, destabilizes PER primarily in
the late night, resulting in a short behavioral
rhythm (Konopka and Benzer 1971; Edery
et al. 1994), suggesting that modiﬁcation of
this site is required for PER stabilization. These
data suggest that PER may be alternatively stabilized and destabilized in different phases of the
circadian cycle. DBT physically associates with
the amino terminus of PER, and possibly a second, internal region spanning ∼50 residues in
the latter third of PER, remaining associated
with the repressor complex until PER is degraded (Kloss et al. 1998; Kim et al. 2007).
PER is not immediately degraded however,
because of its association with TIM, despite accumulating phosphorylation events over time
(Edery et al. 1994; Rothenﬂuh et al. 2000; Kloss
et al. 2001), which may mean that TIM inﬂuences how PER is phosphorylated. Therefore,
DBT activity in the nucleus and nuclear TIM
degradation form the basis of the temporal
regulation of PER-mediated transcription re-
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pression (Kloss et al. 2001; Venkatesan et al.
2015).
Casein Kinase II

Timekeeper (Tik) and Andante, respectively, encode the α (catalytic) and β (regulatory) subunits
that make up the heterotetrameric casein kinase
II (CK2), a kinase that phosphorylates PER and
TIM to regulate protein stability and nuclear
entry (Lin et al. 2002, 2005; Akten et al. 2003;
Top et al. 2016). RNAi against α or β subunits
causes a long behavioral rhythm (Szabó et al.
2013; Top et al. 2016). Overexpression of each
individual subunit gives rise to a similar long
rhythm phenotype (Lin et al. 2005; Szabó et al.
2013; Top et al. 2016), an initially paradoxical
phenotype that has been more recently suggested to reﬂect a dominant-negative effect
arising from altered CK2 stoichiometry and titration of the functional complex (Top et al.
2016). Consistent with this notion, overexpression of both subunits yields a short behavioral
rhythm suggestive of a CK2 gain-of-function
(Top et al. 2016). CK2 physically associates
with and phosphorylates both PER and TIM to
regulate rhythmic behavior (Lin et al. 2002,
2005; Szabó et al. 2013; Top et al. 2016). Thus,
CK2-mediated phosphorylation is a rate-limiting step in the circadian clock (Top et al. 2016).
CK2 modiﬁes PER and TIM proteins to regulate their stability. Overexpression of the CK2α
mutant Tik in vivo results in a behavioral
rhythm of ∼31 h, and correlates with the stabilization of PER and TIM proteins (Smith et al.
2008). Accumulation of both PER and TIM is
also seen with the CK2β Andante mutation
(Akten et al. 2003). RNAi depletion of CK2 in
S2 cells stabilizes nuclear PER/TIM levels, while
lengthening behavioral period in ﬂies to ∼33 h
(Szabó et al. 2013; Top et al. 2016). Together,
these data suggest that the activity of CK2 is
required for normal oscillations of PER and
TIM proteins. Mutation of CK2 target sites in
PER do not lead to an accumulation of PER
protein above wild-type levels despite exhibiting
longer behavioral periods in ﬂies (Lin et al.
2005), but mutation of CK2 sites in TIM does
(Top et al. 2016). Another allele of tim, tim ul180

tralong (tim UL), carries a mutation at a serine
site that is predicted to block CK2-mediated
phosphorylation (Meissner et al. 2008), which
causes TIM to persist in the nucleus and delay
PER degradation (Rothenﬂuh et al. 2000). Thus,
the evidence suggests that the main role for CK2
is likely to regulate the stability of TIM. In addition to its role in stabilizing the repressor complex, CK2 activity also contributes to nuclear
accumulation of the repressor complex (Smith
et al. 2008; Top et al. 2016), and phosphorylates
CLK in a PER-dependent manner to stabilize it,
contrasting DBT-mediated destabilization of
CLK (Szabó et al. 2013). The involvement of
CK2 in the stability and nuclear accumulation
of the repressor complex and the stability of the
activator complex is likely to ensure that these
different regulatory processes are biochemically
and chronologically linked.
Shaggy/Glycogen Synthase Kinase 3

Shaggy encodes glycogen synthase kinase 3
(SGG), a key regulator of nuclear accumulation
of the repressor complex through modiﬁcation
of PER and TIM (Martinek et al. 2001; Ko et al.
2010; Top et al. 2016). In contrast to DBT and
CK2, kinases that regulate stability of the repressor complex, SGG has no effect on the stability
of PER or TIM (Top et al. 2016). Instead, SGG
physically associates with the repressor complex,
with a preference for binding TIM over PER,
phosphorylating TIM and triggering a CK2
phosphorylation cascade to regulate PER/TIM
nuclear accumulation (Top et al. 2016). Mutations that block SGG phosphorylation sites on
TIM delay PER/TIM nuclear entry and lead to a
high accumulation of cytoplasmic PER protein
(Top et al. 2016), suggesting a link between the
mechanism that regulates nuclear entry and nuclear degradation. It is likely that SGG-mediated
triggering of nuclear entry of the TIM/PER
complex is followed by CK2-mediated destabilization of TIM (Top et al. 2016), and then by
DBT-mediated phosphorylation and destabilization of PER.
SGG is known to be regulated by various
extracellular signals. SGG is a target of signaling
cascades that are activated by Wnt or Hedgehog,
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reducing SGG activity (Harwood 2001; Doble
2003; Zhang et al. 2005; Hur and Zhou 2010)
and offering a potential biochemical link between developmental signals and the circadian
clock. SGG is also a target of signaling cascades
that are activated by insulin or by growth factor,
reducing SGG activity through the Akt/TOR
pathway (Harwood 2001; Zhang et al. 2006;
Zheng and Sehgal 2010), offering another potential biochemical link between metabolic signals and the circadian clock. In these cascades,
SGG activity is modulated by phosphorylation
as a function of cAMP levels (Fang et al. 2000).
Thus, it is likely that the cAMP levels adjusted by
PDFR, NPFR, and D1-like DA receptor modulates SGG activity through the signaling between
neurons of the CCNN. Indeed, GSK3/SGG activity in the mouse has been shown to be regulated by activation of dopamine receptors
(Beaulieu et al. 2011). Thus, SGG represents a
potential communication hub for extracellular
signals, and the biochemical state of the cell (e.g.,
cAMP levels) to inﬂuence processes such as nuclear entry of the repressor complex to regulate
phase and synchrony of the different clocks.
Other Kinases

Nemo (NMO) is a proline-directed kinase that
physically associates with and helps regulate
PER and CLK stability (Yu et al. 2011). NMO
is required for S596 phosphorylation on PER as
part of the DBT phosphorylation cascade that
regulates PER stability (Chiu et al. 2011; Garbe
et al. 2013). S596 phosphorylation antagonizes
DBT activity and helps stabilize PER, possibly
by delaying degradation (Chiu et al. 2011). Surprisingly, RNAi directed against nmo in ﬂies
does not alter PER or TIM levels (Yu et al.
2011), despite shortening behavioral rhythmicity (Chiu et al. 2011; Yu et al. 2011), conﬂicting
with the purported stabilizing role for S596
phosphorylation. Because NMO interacts with
CLK (Yu et al. 2011), NMO may destabilize CLK
and shorten behavioral rhythmicity through
a mechanism of transcription termination.
Whereas NMO stabilizes PER and destabilizes
CLK, CK2 has the opposite effect on these proteins (Lin et al. 2005; Chiu et al. 2011; Yu et al.

2011), suggesting that the antagonistic action of
these kinases on the repressor and activator
complexes may generate a more robust transcriptional negative feedback loop.
PKA is a kinase that communicates extracellular signals to the cell by phosphorylating target
proteins, activating, or inactivating them. In
circadian rhythms, PKA deﬁciencies lead to a
loss of locomotor rhythmicity in ﬂies (∼80%
arrhythmic), while per RNA oscillation and
eclosion rhythmicity remains intact (Majercak
et al. 1997), indicating that PKA is involved in
output mechanisms that speciﬁcally regulate locomotor rhythmicity. PKA activity is required
to stabilize TIM in some clock neurons (LNds
and DN1s) and stabilize PER in other clock
neurons (LNvs) (Li et al. 2014; Seluzicki et al.
2014), offering a basis for observed behavioral
arrhythmicity, but without a satisfactory explanation for how eclosion remains rhythmic. The
molecular basis for cell-type-speciﬁc differences
by which PKA stabilizes TIM and PER are not
understood. While PKA is known to be activated by cAMP levels, mechanisms by which
extracellular signals may contribute to differential PKA activity in various circadian neurons
are poorly deﬁned. Like SGG, PKA may transduce extracellular signals of the CCNN to inﬂuence the stability of the repressor complex to
regulate clock phase or synchrony. Whereas extracellular signaling through SGG affects nuclear entry of the TIM/PER repressor complex and
alters the onset of transcriptional repression
(Martinek et al. 2001; Top et al. 2016), PKA
signaling alters TIM and PER stability, impacting the termination of transcriptional repression
(Li et al. 2014; Seluzicki et al. 2014), suggesting
that these pathways may regulate target genes at
different times of day.
Cryptochrome

CRY is the primary photoreceptor for entraining
ﬂy circadian rhythms (Stanewsky et al. 1998;
Cashmore 2003). Flies that lack cry (cry 01) or
express the cry hypomorph (cry b) adjust to
changes in light regiments over a span of several
days, instead of a single day (Stanewsky et al.
1998; Dolezelova et al. 2007). In the presence
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of light, CRY binds to TIM and both proteins
are ubiquitinated for degradation by complexes
involving Ramshackle (BRWD3)/JET/Cullin4
and JET/Cullin3, respectively (Ceriani et al.
1999; Koh et al. 2006; Peschel et al. 2009; Ozturk
et al. 2011, 2013). Several studies suggest that
light triggers the reduction of the FAD coenzyme bound within CRY, inducing a conformational change that releases the CRY carboxy-terminal tail (CTT) (Dissel et al. 2004; Hoang et al.
2008; Ozturk et al. 2011, 2008; Vaidya et al.
2013; Ganguly et al. 2016). However, other experiments indicate that light causes CTT release
through a process that does not depend on ﬂavin
reduction (Ozturk et al. 2014). The release of the
CRY CTT allows a TIM region of similar sequence to bind to the exposed pocket in CRY,
communicating the light signal to TIM (Vaidya
et al. 2013). Consistent with this model, removal
of the CRY CTT promotes CRY-TIM binding
without the need for light activation, leading
to weaker entrainment in ﬂies lacking the
CTT (Busza et al. 2004). Despite a weakened
ability to entrain to light, cry mutants lacking
the CTT can be entrained under low light conditions (Dissel et al. 2004), likely through the
CRY-independent visual system, or the deep
brain photoreceptor Rh7 as described above
(Rieger et al. 2003; Schlichting et al. 2014; Ni
et al. 2017).
RELATING THE CIRCADIAN CLOCK MODEL
TO THE CCNN AND CONFLICTS

Recent studies using luciferase and calcium reporters in wild-type and mutant ﬂies have challenged the notion that the molecular architecture, rhythmic dynamics, and oscillatory phase
of core clock components are regulated the same
in all pacemaker neurons (Roberts et al. 2015;
Liang et al. 2016, 2017). The molecular model
of the circadian clock, however, is presented as
a stereotyped model, often described as a ﬁnely tuned mechanism that maintains a 24-h
rhythm. If the model is correct, how does the
circadian clock oscillate with different frequencies in different neurons of the circadian system?
To understand rhythmic behavior, our knowledge of intracellular mechanisms that regulate
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the circadian clock must be integrated within the
context of extracellular signaling and synaptic
transmission between pacemaker neurons. In
this section, we will discuss “speeds” of clocks
to refer to the period of the circadian clock within a given cluster of neurons, to distinguish an
“advance” or “delay” in anticipatory behavior in
morning/evening cells.
The Effects of Different Kinases on the s-LNv
and LNd Clocks

The s-LNvs have been described as master pacemaker cells that dominate behavior in constant
dark conditions through the release of PDF
(Renn et al. 1999; Grima et al. 2004; Stoleru
et al. 2004, 2005). Speeding up the LNv clock
through overexpression of SGG also speeds up
the LNd clock over a few days in constant darkness, suggesting communication between the
two clusters (Stoleru et al. 2005). However,
speeding up the LNv clock through overexpression of DBTS speeds up the LNv clock, but fails
to speed up the LNd/ﬁfth s-LNv clocks. LNvs
that are slowed by DBTL overexpression fails
to slow the ﬁfth s-LNv (LNd clocks were not
measured), contrasting the effect of DBTS overexpression (Yao et al. 2016). Focusing on the
contrasting results between SGG and DBTS
overexpression, it appears that the method by
which the LNv clocks are sped up is important
in instructing the LNd clock speed. We speculate
that because DBT activity is required for
releasing transcriptional repression and SGG
activity is required for nuclear entry of PER/
TIM to activate transcriptional repression, it is
possible that the differences observed in LNd
clock speeds lie in the differences in the beginning or the ending of circadian transcriptional
regulation.
Kinase overexpression also affects morning
and evening anticipation behaviors differently.
Overexpressing DBTS in the LNvs advances
morning anticipation with no effect on evening
anticipation, while overexpressing SGG in the
same neurons advances both morning and evening anticipation (Stoleru et al. 2005; Yao et al.
2016), reﬂecting their effect on speeds of the
individual molecular oscillators. Conversely,
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Figure 3. Summary of morning and evening anticipation advances and delays. The indicated gene is overexpressed in morning cells (LNvs; M), evening cells (LNds, ﬁfth s-LNv, DNs; E), or both. The advance or delay of
the anticipation peaks in the ﬁrst 24 h of constant darkness is depicted by the arrow. Presence of absence of the
circles indicates the presence or absence of an anticipation peak. The DBT data (Yao et al. 2016), SGG data
(Stoleru et al. 2005), CK2β RNAi data (Lear et al. 2005b; Zhang et al. 2010), and Timekeeper (Tik) data (Smith
et al. 2008) are summarized from the indicated sources. *Changes in anticipation were inferred from data in the
indicated source. **Lack of change in morning anticipation is inferred from incomplete data that coincides with
wild-type ﬂies in the indicated source.

overexpressing DBTL in the LNvs slows the LNv
clocks, yet delays evening anticipation with no
effect on morning anticipation (Fig. 3) (Yao
et al. 2016). It is suggested that this delay in
evening anticipation is possibly a result of the
slowing effect of the LNvs on the DN clocks
(Yao et al. 2016). An effect similar to that of
DBTL expression is also true of overexpression
of the CK2 mutant Timekeeper, or RNAi directed against CK2β in the LNvs (Lear et al.
2005b; Smith et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2010).
Because both DBT and CK2 are involved in triggering degradation of either PER or TIM (Price
et al. 1998; Meissner et al. 2008; Smith et al.
2008; Syed et al. 2011), we can speculate that
the prolonged transcriptional repression in the
LNvs caused by delayed PER/TIM degradation
has the effect of sending signals that slow down
the evening cells.

Differences in CK2 Expression

CK2 is a circadian kinase that is expressed differentially in circadian neurons (Fig. 1G). CK2α is
expressed only in the LNvs, and is more abundant in l-LNvs than s-LNvs (Lin et al. 2002).
Other circadian neurons apparently lack CK2
expression (Top et al. 2016). Because ectopic
expression of CK2 in circadian neurons can
change clock periodicity (Top et al. 2016), it
should be assumed that the speciﬁc concentration of CK2 in each of the LNvs and apparent
lack of CK2 in other clock neurons is appropriately titrated in establishing local oscillators
with ∼24-h periods. Thus, the different clusters
that express the same core protein components
(i.e., PER, TIM, etc.) must have degradation and
nuclear entry mechanisms that compensate for
the differences in CK2 expression. However, if
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CK2 is necessary to regulate nuclear entry and
nuclear degradation of TIM and PER, how is
TIM/PER nuclear entry and degradation regulated in pacemaker neurons such as the LNds, if
CK2 is not expressed there? The CK2 phosphorylation sites identiﬁed on PER (Lin et al. 2005)
and TIM (Top et al. 2016) may either be phosphorylated by another kinase in the LNds, or
PER and TIM degradation may be regulated
through an entirely different mechanism. It is
also possible that CK2 does not participate in
regulating a mechanism of the circadian clock
despite being expressed in a neuronal cluster. A
mutant form of TIM that delays CK2-mediated
nuclear entry in s-LNvs does not delay nuclear
entry in the l-LNvs despite a higher CK2α expression in the l-LNvs (Lin et al. 2002; Top et al.
2016). In summary, the LNds that express no
CK2 must use another mechanism to regulate
PER/TIM nuclear entry and degradation, and
the l-LNvs that express abundant CK2 but do
not exhibit delayed nuclear entry when TIM
phosphorylation sites are mutated likely use
yet another mechanism to regulate PER/TIM
nuclear entry. The differences LNvs exhibit in
CK2 levels and the efﬁcacy of mutations that
block CK2 activity indicate that different mechanisms are involved in regulating local clocks in
the CCNN.
Differences in NMO Expression

In the ﬂy brain, NMO is expressed in two of four
l-LNvs, all s-LNvs, a subset of DN1s, at low levels in some LNds, and is not observed at all in
DN2s or DN3s (Yu et al. 2011). An RNAi-mediated decrease of NMO shortens rhythmic behavior in constant dark conditions, advancing
both morning and evening anticipation (Chiu
et al. 2011). The effect an nmo knockdown has
on both anticipation events is consistent with its
expression in morning and evening cells. However, the variability of NMO expression in the
different circadian neurons raises questions
similar to those in the case of CK2. Is PER regulated by the same phosphorylation cascade in
the neurons lacking NMO? Do the clocks in
these neurons oscillate slightly longer or is there
a different mechanism (i.e., another kinase) that
184

substitutes for the absence of NMO in these
neurons? Importantly, the absence of NMO in
some neurons indicate that the model for regulating PER stability in the different neurons is
not universally applicable.
Differences in CRY Expression and Light
Response

Clock neurons differ in their expression of CRY
and also in their responsiveness to light (Benito
et al. 2008; Yoshii et al. 2008). For example, TIM
in the s-LNv clock is nonresponsive to a light
pulse at ZT 15, likely because of the low levels of
CRY in the cells at that time (Tang et al. 2010).
Increasing CRY expression in these cells increases the degradation of TIM in response to
light and causes behavioral phase shifts (Tang
et al. 2010). To speculate, this molecular and
behavioral response may be extrapolated to circadian neurons that express low levels of CRY,
suggesting a weakened or even absent light response in such low expressers. Indeed, a light
pulse differentially shifts the phase of each local
clock (e.g., s-LNvs, LNds, and DN1s), but each
local clock returns to synchrony with each other
in less than 3 days, presumably through communication between these neurons (Roberts
et al. 2015). Responsiveness to light by the molecular oscillator also depends on the protein
Jetlag (JET). Increasing JET levels in s-LNvs
augments TIM degradation in response to a
light pulse, similar to CRY overexpression
(Tang et al. 2010). Yet, JET overexpression
does not elicit a behavioral response, in contrast
to the observations made with CRY overexpression (Tang et al. 2010). Thus, a single external
signal can induce different phase shifts in each
clock that may manifest differently in rhythmic
behavior of the ﬂy. Additionally, while these
ﬁndings demonstrate that TIM degradation is
important to reset the molecular oscillator, it
appears that a behavioral phase response may
be regulated by CRY, not TIM degradation.
Monitoring clocks in different clusters when
analyzing cry 0 ﬂies reveals that non s-LNvs
phase shift rapidly to accommodate a phase
change in light regimen, while s-LNvs are
slow to respond (Yoshii et al. 2015). This sug-
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gests that CRY-mediated light responsiveness is
critical in the s-LNvs and that non s-LNvs possibly depend more on signals from the eye.
These conclusions are supported by analysis
of light-mediated TIM degradation in jet
knockdown ﬂies at ZT15 and ZT21, before
and after TIM nuclear entry (Lamba et al.
2014). A reduction of JET in the LNds at either
time point has no effect on light-mediated TIM
degradation in either LNds or LNvs, nor does it
induce a phase response as compared to wildtype. JET reduction in the LNvs has no effect on
LNv TIM degradation in response to light, but
alters behavioral phase shifts. These data reafﬁrm that behavioral phase response is likely
mediated through CRY, and whether light-mediated TIM degradation will occur depends on
the neuronal cluster in which TIM is expressed.
Therefore, the sensitivity of s-LNvs to CRY-mediated light detection, the different changes of
clock phase in the s-LNvs and LNds with a light
pulse, and the differences in CRY expression
(and light sensitivity) in CRY-expressing neurons result in the different light responses by
each neuronal cluster.
Effects of PER on Different Clocks

The period gene is expressed in all clock neurons,
in addition to many other tissues in the ﬂy. PER
is the key repressor of transcription in the circadian clock, with its expression directly correlated
with behavioral rhythmicity (i.e., lower per expression leads to longer rhythms) (Baylies et al.
1992). Thus, any differences in PER concentration in the different clusters would be expected
to affect the frequency of the local oscillator.
Consistent with this model, the comparison of
per S with wild-type ﬂies yields a range of differences in calcium oscillations in the different
clusters (Liang et al. 2016). This observation
suggests that altering the stability of PER has
different consequences on the oscillators in the
different clusters. This is also consistent with
long PER protein oscillations that the l-LNvs
exhibit relative to the s-LNvs in wild-type ﬂies
(Fig. 4A in Roberts et al. 2015) that correlate with
lower per expression in the l-LNvs compared to
the s-LNvs (Kula-Eversole et al. 2010).

The regulation of PER function in speciﬁc
neuronal clusters also relies on the spatial organization of functional domains within the PER
protein. In the current model of PER function,
DBT binds to the amino terminus of PER to
regulate protein degradation (Kloss et al. 1998;
Chiu et al. 2008), while CLK appears to interact
with PER at the carboxy-terminal end (Chang
and Reppert 2003), seemingly spatially separating the degradation and repression activities of
PER. Consistent with this, deletions within the
last third of PER alter PER repressor activity
(Chang and Reppert 2003; Sun et al. 2010) and
a carboxy-terminal truncation of the last third of
PER (BG) cannot rescue the behavioral rhythmicity of a per 0 ﬂy (Stanewsky et al. 1997). However, despite demonstrating arrhythmic behavior, oscillation of PER in BG ﬂy LNvs is
indistinguishable from wild-type (Stanewsky
et al. 1997). Therefore, the last third of PER
that encodes the “CLK-binding domain” is important for regulating behavioral rhythmicity,
but has no effect on the oscillation of the LNv
clocks. Thus, it is tempting to speculate that a
functional CLK-binding domain is necessary
for mediating rhythmic behavior, but dispensable for the function of the LNv clock. Undoubtedly, the resolution of this conﬂict will uncover
interesting mechanistic insight into the function
of the LNv clocks.
Activity of Promoters

The mechanisms that regulate nuclear accumulation and nuclear stability of the repressor complex effectively titrate the repressor to regulate
gene expression. Screens of RNA expression in
whole heads or brains reveal a wide range of
peaks and phases of oscillating transcripts (Claridge-Chang et al. 2001; Ceriani et al. 2002; Ueda
et al. 2002; Wijnen et al. 2006; Abruzzi et al.
2011; Hughes et al. 2012). Genome-wide ChIP
experiments also reveal that CLK association
with circadian-regulated promoters itself occurs
with a circadian rhythm, with peak DNA-binding phases spread throughout the circadian
cycle (Abruzzi et al. 2011). Therefore, small
changes in the accumulation of the activator or
repressor complex will have signiﬁcant conse-
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quences for some genes, while leaving other
genes unaffected. Slight differences in SGG/
CK2 expression, for example, could alter the
timing and the extent of nuclear accumulation
of the repressor complex, effectively shifting the
CLK-PER-binding equilibrium to alter the expression of genes in a promoter-dependent
manner. In this respect, gene expression may
be tuned with modiﬁcations that alter binding
afﬁnity of proteins, which would, in turn, alter
transcription activity. Additional mechanisms
that regulate protein stability, translation rates
and protein complex formation may give rise
to functionally important differences in the dynamics of circadian gene expression.
Understanding the Local Mechanisms that
Regulate Local Clocks

Together, the studies discussed here demonstrate that an understanding of speciﬁc mechanisms that regulate the circadian clock in
individual neuronal clusters is required to understand the principles that govern behavior.
Traditional overexpression studies have revealed
a lot about circadian rhythms. However, manipulation of entire clusters by overexpressing accessory components such as kinases makes two
assumptions: (1) that the intended target of the
kinase is being manipulated, and (2) that the
kinase is endogenous in that cluster and is being
supplemented through overexpression. Neither
assumption is necessarily correct. For example,
CK2 is not endogenously expressed in the LNds
(Lin et al. 2002; Top et al. 2016). Therefore, a
behavioral change as a result of CK2 overexpression in the LNds may not necessarily reﬂect an
effect of phosphorylation of the intended targets, because CK2 is involved a wide range of
other cellular processes that may alter various
cellular pathways and neuronal activity.
Cell-autonomous, loss-of-function manipulation of endogenous clock mechanism may
provide a useful method to understand the
properties of individual clock neurons as well
as that of the network. Mutation of TIM that
block SGG/CK2 phosphorylation of the protein
delays nuclear accumulation of the repressor
complex in the s-LNvs (Top et al. 2016). In the
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LNds, the delay is less severe, while in the l-LNvs
there is no delay. Thus, nuclear entry is regulated
by a different mechanism in the l-LNvs neurons
(Top et al. 2016). It is not clear, however, whether the TIM mutations delay nuclear entry of the
LNd clock by blocking the nuclear entry mechanism, or whether nuclear entry is delayed because of the slower s-LNv clock. Additionally,
the absence of a nuclear entry mechanism involving CK2 in the l-LNvs does not preclude
other possible functions of CK2, such as degradation of TIM or PER.
Similarly, overexpressing or down-regulating SGG in evening cells (LNds/ﬁfth s-LNv/
DNs) does not change behavioral rhythmicity,
while the same manipulation in morning cells
(LNvs), respectively, shortens or lengthens behavioral rhythms (Stoleru et al. 2005; Fischer
et al. 2016; Top et al. 2016). These data indicate
that SGG activity is limited to the morning cells,
speciﬁcally the s-LNvs. However, manipulation
of the morning cells by TIM mutants that block
SGG phosphorylation delay nuclear entry in
evening cells (Top et al. 2016). Given that SGG
overexpression or down-regulation in evening
cells does not alter rhythmic behavior (Fischer
et al. 2016), either the evening cells express a
different kinase that targets the SGG sites on
TIM or mutations at these sites are silent, and
nuclear entry is regulated through another
mechanism that is likely dependent on signaling
from s-LNvs. As shown by SGG and CK2, mutations alone are not predictive of behavioral
phenotypes but rather by the combination of
the mutation and the regulatory proteins that
may be differentially expressed or regulated
within the CCNN.
In the example of another point mutation,
the period short mutant ( per S) alters a DBT
phosphorylation site that regulates PER stability
(Chiu et al. 2008, 2011; Kivimäe et al. 2008;
Garbe et al. 2013). As the name suggests, per S
ﬂies exhibit shortened rhythms in DD, and an
advanced evening anticipation peak in LD with
no effect on morning anticipation (Stanewsky
et al. 1998; Renn et al. 1999; Emery et al.
2000b; Li et al. 2014). Also, a per S, cry b double-mutant ﬂy exhibits the same 19-h behavioral
rhythm in constant light as a per S ﬂy, conditions
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in which the LNds (i.e., evening cells) dominate
rhythmic behavior (Emery et al. 2000a). This
suggests that the “short” activity of per S affects
evening cells. Therefore, it is possible that phosphorylation of the per S site is critical for the
regulation of evening anticipation in the LNds.
This does not mean that per S has no effect on the
LNvs, however. Calcium peaks in each neuronal
cluster are different, but critically, per S affects
the peak in each cluster differently (Liang et al.
2016). The DN1s and DN3s are advanced by
∼2 h, while s-LNvs and LNds are advanced
by 6 and 10 h, respectively, in LD conditions.
These data suggest that while per S does not alter
morning anticipation behavior, the neurons that
regulate morning anticipation (s-LNvs) can still
exhibit a large phase shift in peak cytoplasmic
calcium, possibly as a result of changes in the
timing of signals being received, albeit without
altering their inﬂuence on morning anticipation. Future work will reveal the relationship of
Ca2+ oscillations, clock speeds, timed anticipation, and rhythmic behavior.

CONCLUSIONS

The Drosophila circadian rhythm ﬁeld is increasingly becoming more molecular and attention should increasingly be focused on cell-typespeciﬁc properties of neurons in the circadian
network. We now have a growing appreciation
that differences in the intracellular biochemical
pathways within these neurons alter the activity
of the entire network and its behavioral outputs,
yet many important questions remain unanswered. What are the components of the activator and repressor complexes in each of the clusters? If a regulatory kinase is absent, what is the
substitute mechanism that ensures that the local
clock runs smoothly? How does a local clock
regulate the release of neurotransmitters to communicate to other neuronal clusters? What
mechanism of the clock is changed in response
to a neurotransmitter? Understanding the complex interplay between cytoplasmic secondary
messengers, core clock proteins, and their regulators that are differentially expressed within the
circadian neuron network is likely to provide

new insights into the relationships between biochemistry, neurobiology, and behavior.
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